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The year in brief
2015 was another outstanding year for Arts Together. We continued to run our 6
enthusiastic and productive groups and we also










commissioned two new films to show the world what we do
created a new dynamic and easy to access website funded by the Big Lottery
gained new staff
expanded our bank of artists to include specialists in stained glass, resin work
and silk painting
for the first time attracted major funding from Arts Council England and
Comic Relief
raised a record £15,104 from donations and local events
launched our Community Connections project to reach more members and
increase local support
prepared for our Corsham exhibition in May and our London Marathon runner
in 2017
and purchased new promotional equipment (a novelty for us!)

What Arts Together is
Arts Together is for frail older people,
especially those who have become
physically or socially isolated. We
enable our group members to:





take part in creative arts projects
with professional artist
facilitators
share experiences and make new
friends
live richer and more fulfilling
lives

Our groups reduce isolation, build selfconfidence and self-esteem, increase
choice, improve quality of life and
promote independence
We run six groups, in Devizes, Pewsey,
Marlborough, Bradford on Avon,
Trowbridge and Corsham, with a
maximum of 12 members per group, a
total of 72 members. Each group meets
for 30 sessions a year.
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Each group is supported by at least 2 trained volunteers and a paid carer. Sessions are
run by professional artists.
In 2015 we ran 20 different arts projects and each group took part in at least 6 of them.
Arts Together has always been an organisation where members, staff, artists and
volunteers work closely together and are mutually supportive. We each contribute our
stories, dreams, challenges and triumphs. We share and benefit from each other’s skills,
experience and above all humour. Arts Together is not ‘them and us’- it’s us together.

Why Arts Together is needed
‘There are an estimated one million, one hundred thousand people over the age of
65 in the UK who are chronically lonely.’ Campaign to End Loneliness
Loneliness is known to lead to depression, increased confusion, loss of confidence,
increased risk of falls and is often a major factor in cases of premature death in older
people.
Wiltshire has particular challenges because of its aging population. The Council predicts
that people aged 65+ will form 26% of the Wiltshire population by 2020. They also
predict that between 2011 and 2025 cases of dementia will rise by 59% – faster than the
national average.
Although Wiltshire is a relatively affluent county there are high levels of rural deprivation
related to lack of transport and poor access to essential services which particularly affect
frail elderly people who are unable to drive or go out unassisted.
This means Arts Together’s target group is very hard to reach. Some live in very remote
places and even those that live in villages and towns can become ‘lost to sight’ as their
social circle diminishes or they lose the capacity to venture out alone.
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Generally our new members are withdrawn and fearful when they first attend their group
as a result of long periods of isolation and loneliness. Most lack social contacts,
meaningful relationships and mental or physical stimulation.
“Loss of confidence, which I did not expect at all, but I have very little nowadays. You feel
useless. When you become less fit, it’s as if you‘ve dropped off the edge.” Group member
Where they exist, social opportunities organised on behalf of isolated older people in
Wiltshire are generally unimaginative - often limited to lunch clubs and bingo. We know
of no other local group which offers the interest and stimulation of our activities. Our
members told us:
“I never thought there would be a group like this.”
“It helps lift your spirit “
“I wouldn’t come if it was just lunch. It’s doing things together that’s important.”
“Keeps your mind active and your brain working.”

Wellbeing
Arts Together aims to improve wellbeing. We not only provide social connections and
opportunities to develop meaningful relationships, but we also offer the interest and
stimulus through art, which enhance members' sense of physical and psychological
wellbeing.
“Generally the projects are stimulating and push our boundaries - they challenge our
sense that the world is closing in.”
“I used to lack confidence but not here.”
“This is the first place that I feel I am really myself. I feel that I lived a lie most of my life”
Practising art has been proven to help develop both fine and major motor skills and
gentle exercise is known to relieve arthritic pain in hands and wrists. As members
become absorbed in their work they feel less pain, become more focussed and feel less
stress
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"Sometimes I get so low I don’t want to come out but the volunteers come and get me and
persuade me to come. And when I do I feel so much better. When you are doing things,
the pain goes down."
“You get lost in what you are doing and forget everything else.”
Our members feel they are in command and gain confidence to attempt any project,
which leads to greater self-expression and imagination.
“My daughters don’t believe I’ve made all these things. When I first came I struggled, it
was strange and I kept saying I can’t do it, I can’t do it, but I did, every time!” Another
member “And look at you now – you don’t say that anymore.”
Members tell us that they start to feel more confident about tackling issues in their daily
lives.
Failing memory is stimulated. We have members with severe memory problems who
collect all the items they have made and keep them close by, as they find they help to
‘ground’ them and assist with short term memories. Art captures a moment in time in an
otherwise un-remembered week.
We see positive changes in all our members and there are particular physical and
psychological benefits for our members living with Alzheimer’s, arthritis, Parkinson’s,
learning difficulties and depression.

Our members
Our present group members are aged from 60 to 95 and all have one or more conditions
that affect their capacity to live independently. They depend on others for most of their
basic needs. Our review in 2015 revealed that the members of just one of our groups
lived with one or more of the following conditions: severe arthritis; learning difficulties;
diabetes; angina; chronic bronchitis; hypertension; severe hearing loss; macular
degeneration; depression; chronic open ulcers; glaucoma in both eyes; dementia;
choking risk; heart disease; chronic disabling pain; in remission from cancer.
We believe that people with high dependency needs still retain their own individual
interests and skills, and the capacity and need to care for others if given the opportunity.
Thus members themselves often provide the encouragement and sometimes practical
support which enables them to work both as individuals and together and balance out
each other’s deficits in the group.
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Members are encouraged to take as active a role as they wish in the running of their
group e.g. laying tables, completing registers, choosing menus and bringing in resources
for projects or small treats for the group.
“It’s our group; we do what needs to be done.”

They also play a significant role in encouraging and helping each other with tasks and
supporting each other through difficult times.
One artist reported; “I noticed that I hear snippets of conversation that are basically skill
sharing and people helping each other, directing those that have lost the thread a bit and
doing so with confidence and kindness. Really lovely.”
Members often refer to their “Arts Together family” and for many their group is their only
social outing and meal eaten in company all week.

Our members said;
“Makes you feel better
in yourself”
“I wouldn’t miss it for
the world”
“I do more drawing
and painting – its
made me think
differently”

“Felt that everyone would be looking at me, but it wasn’t like that”
“I see people in the street now and know who they are, say hello. Didn’t know anyone
before. Now we bump into each other in town”
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“You’re not judged – you can be yourself”
“Someone to come with your first time was
good”
“Feels like a family”
“I was thrilled to learn techniques that I
never knew were possible. Even how holding
a brush differently can alter what you
achieve. It has opened a new world to me.”
“There’s nothing else like this”

Family carers - In 2015 Arts Together gave around 15 members’ family carers the
opportunity to take a break from their responsibilities, comfortable in the knowledge that
the person they care for is safe and enjoying their time with their group. A family carer
wrote to us: "Thank you so much. I felt like myself again for the first time in years.’
Volunteers – Arts Together also offered opportunities for 19 group volunteers to
discover their own creativity and to acquire new transferable skills. They told us how
much they enjoy developing their own creativity, learning new organisational skills, and
learning from the interests and experiences of artists and group members alike.
Group volunteers said:
“I value the continuity that Arts Together gives me in my life as well as the chance to
improve my skills. I so enjoy being part of the Arts Together community and feel they
give me a lot - they come from all walks of life but we all enjoy the company and the art.
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I found it daunting to begin with but when I found I could actually cope it increased my
self-confidence.”
“The group is an exhilarating place to be. Feels good working with a group that involves
members to such an extent. They really do own the group”

Artists – our bank of 11 artists who lead the group projects had the opportunity to
develop a deeper understanding of the needs and aspirations of frail older people while
developing their practice. They told us;
“The challenge for me as an artist is to make the projects difficult enough to be
challenging but accessible enough so that everyone can take part and find their own level
of success. Having to plan and prepare with great care means I have to examine the
process of creativity which consequently positively benefits my own practice as well as
reminding me of methods and materials I had forgotten.”

“I hadn’t worked much with older people before and Arts Together changed the way I look
at the elderly – now I notice their individuality. I saw how Arts Together opened up new
interests and curiosity of members. After the ceramics project one member said he now
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looked at china objects differently – trying to work out how they had been made. I found
that members would take away ideas inspired by the projects and actively research
them. I was impressed by the way people took stuff home to finish and develop and by
the way members help and support each other to complete projects.”

“Working at Arts Together often doesn't feel like work. The members quickly became like
family and are the trusted friends that I often talk to about things that need the sort of
wisdom that comes with age. If they feel that I offer them something they value and enjoy
during my workshops then it is easily matched if not exceeded by the amount they have
taught me, the great stories they've shared with me and the sheer enjoyment I have when
I come to work. I consider Arts Together to be an information exchange between us
artists and a spirited collection of witty and knowledgeable older folks!”

The groups and what they achieved
“You’re not just being kept busy here”.
Arts Together offers high quality arts projects, not simply handicrafts to keep people
occupied. The variety of our projects is illustrated on our website, together with
members’ joy and sometimes astonishment at what they achieve:
www.artstogether.org.uk .
“You notice things you didn’t see before. You open up, more aware of what’s around you,
things you take for granted.”
The high quality of our arts projects and their effectiveness at engaging with very hard to
reach communities has been recognised by Arts Council England and Comic Relief who
funded our arts projects in 2015.
Each group is distinctively individual. Each project is shaped by the unique interests,
experiences and characteristics of its members. This means that each group will produce
often strikingly different results.
Each group took part in at least 6 projects during the year, from a total of 20 very
different projects that were delivered. Each project usually lasted for 5 weeks.
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The projects were:
The Garden
Silk painting – bunting and cushions
Matisse paper cut outs
Aboriginal art
Ceramic streets
Floral art
Animal painting
Soap cathedral
Tassels
Pin-hole 3d theatres
Glass painting
Papier mache bowls
Paper making
Soap scrabble
Mosaics
Resin casting
Drawing
Soap Savernake forest
Frida Kahlo self-portraits
Metal work pictures

Mosaics

3D pin-hole theatre
A cathedral made from soap
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Tools of Arts Together’s trade

Knives

Scales

Tile cutters

Food processor

Power drill

Wire cutters (with tea and biscuits)

Grater, knives and biscuit cutters

Spanners, pliers and …. stuff

Microwave

and a game of darts to finish
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The Machinery – all the background stuff that makes Arts
Together work
Referral routes and how members find us
Our target group is hard to reach; they are isolated and alone. Flyers and advertising
rarely reaches them and they have often lost the confidence to make any move
themselves. We therefore target agencies, relatives and neighbours as routes through to
new members.
Agency workers said:
“Your classes look amazing and I can see why they are so popular.”
“I love to see a group of older people who are not being given 'second best'.”
New members reached us in a variety of ways. Most were still referred to us via statutory
and charitable agencies but with our increased local promotion more came to us via
relatives, neighbours, carers or by themselves.
“I found out about Arts Together through my carer. It was nerve wracking the first time
and I didn’t know what to expect. I’m not creative.” Group member
These referral routes are particularly important for members who have become very
isolated and too fearful to venture out. It is stressful for most people to join a group for
the first time but for those who suffer extreme isolation and loneliness this can be an
insurmountable hurdle. With the help of these agencies, we arrange a companion for
their first visit. Once through the door they are invariably hooked.
“Before I started (the manager) gave me the volunteers’ numbers and I called and said I
was nervous. They met me outside and walked in with me and introduced me to the
group. I felt comfortable straight away.” Group member
“Just wanted to say thank you for not only accepting M but also for welcoming her the
way you all did on her first day. The reassuring and exceptionally friendly welcome she
received has had a huge impact and has undoubtedly been a deciding factor in her
decision to attend. Many thanks for all your efforts and kindness, it really is much
appreciated.” Mental Health worker
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Wellbeing support
“Other things are a long way away, and I can’t get up stairs, and it’s too expensive. This
is ideal. This we can do because we’re helped all the time.”
Arts Together achieves outstanding results because uniquely in Wiltshire we also provide
the encouragement and practical support that frail people need to be able to take part.
We know of no other local group set up to do this. Support includes comfortable, safe,
accessible venues and paid carers to attend to personal needs.
We train our artists and volunteers to enable all our members to take part, whatever their
personal limitations. We also offer free escorted door to door transport provided by
community transport groups for anyone who needs it and reminder calls for members
with impaired memory. Many members live in very isolated locations and may have to
travel up to 16 miles which makes this one of our highest costs. One driver walks across
a field to reach and escort a 93 year old member whose home has no road access.
As very few members have social workers these days, we help them access health or
social support when they need it. In the past members would stop attending after crises
such as hospitalisation which sapped their confidence. We now stay in touch, refer them
to the help they may need and encourage them to return when they feel able.
“The support we get is excellent.” Group member
Last year we made around 250 such wellbeing interventions, two of these cases involving
the safeguarding team, and no one stopped attending their group due to lack of support.
“We know you’re there if we need you.” Group member
Our unique mix of stimulating activities and essential support means that we can include
people whose needs are too complex for other groups.

Partnerships
Strong professional partnerships are crucial to our success. In 2015 we worked with 35
agencies and organisations who referred members, provided specialist information and
training and provided goods and services such as accessible venues, food and trained
carers, free or almost free of charge. These agencies included Wiltshire Council DACS
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teams, NHS Mental Health teams, Age UK, Alzheimer’s support, 4 Housing Associations
and 3 Carer providers.
Our groups were visited by staff from Alzheimer’s Wiltshire, the Mental Health teams,
Care Coordinators and Age UK.
Gifts in kind and services provided by local individuals, businesses and not for profit
agencies contributed 51% of our resource needs in 2015.
We also relied on the services of 7 different transport providers, all charities, who
collected and returned our members with care and respect and helped us to make sure
that everyone was safe and well.

Trustees
Our four trustees played an active role in overseeing our work, policies and procedures
and future plans. They made regular visits to all the groups, identified possible new
artists and took part in and sometimes organised Arts Together promotion and
fundraising events. They met as a board four times and kept in touch with staff and each
other continually. Juliet Keel is stepping down as our Chair after many years of keeping
us in order and will be replaced by Yvonne Maunder who offers equal skills in coping
with anarchy.

Arts Together trustees, volunteer advisers and staff

Training and advice
Running our groups is both hugely enjoyable and challenging. Members come from
widely varied backgrounds, have age gaps of up to 40 years, and live with a large range
of disabilities.
We achieve outstanding results because we place such emphasis on understanding the
physical and mental conditions our members are living with as well as each individual’s
experiences and needs and provide advice and essential training for all frontline staff.
We try out new techniques and share ideas. Some work, some don’t, and we grow in our
understanding of how to make creativity accessible to everyone.
“You get lots of help from the volunteers, when you have trouble with your hands, or if
things are a bit different.” Group member
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“I get a bit lost sometimes but they (the volunteers) help me.” Group member
This year this learning process took place both formally and informally. Information
about conditions was circulated and will be examined in more detail at a future
workshop. New ideas and techniques were shared by members themselves, artists as
they moved between groups and volunteers as they met at tea parties, as well as in email
updates.
Formal training included Food Hygiene, which is essential for all our group volunteers,
and most gained this on line. Other useful training was identified by staff and volunteers
and undertaken when sourced. This year training included Manual Handling, Food,
Safety, Nutrition and Hydration, First Aid, Lifting low mood and depression, and an
Alzheimer’s workshop.
The Manager provided support and information in response to incidents and requests
from volunteers and artists. This year information was distributed regarding: anxiety and
depression, arthritis, dementia, diabetes, epilepsy, sight loss, hydration and Parkinson’s.
One to one support and advice was also provided to all volunteers and artists as
required. Following our large day workshop in early 2015 our next major workshop will
be in early 2017 and ‘Tea parties’ for volunteers in late 2016

Grant funding
We submitted a total of 40 grant applications in 2015 and achieved a 1 in 3 success rate,
at which we are delighted. We are particularly grateful to our repeat funders who have
helped us through some difficult times and continue to support us now. We feel that they
too are now part of our ‘family’.
Funding from charitable trusts is still our main source of income and we were very proud
this year to achieve major grants for the first time from Arts Council England and Comic
Relief totalling £29,110 alongside the nine smaller grants valued at £18,900. We also
received grants from the Big Lottery Fund and Lloyds Bank Foundation for our special
projects totalling £22,377. Our plan in the next 6 years is to increase our long term
sustainability by reducing our dependence on such grants. In January 2015 we recruited
Liz Lavender for 12 months to roll out our Community Connections project and increase
essential support from local people.
Our groups were visited by representatives from Zurich, Comic Relief and Wiltshire
Community Foundation, all with positive results.
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Promotion and local support
Our local supporters are particularly important to us and the efforts they make to
promote Arts Together and raise funds to keep us going are greatly appreciated. This
year we raised our largest total ever from donations and local fundraising, an amazing
£15,104.
We supplemented our promotional roller banners with a new gazebo, in bright red, now
known as ‘the furnace’. We also bought equipment to show our films.
We visited and gave talks at Corsham Arts Society, Leykers Coffee Shop, and at a
Wiltshire Community Foundation training event. We also took part in the South West
Foundation’s ‘Café Conversations’ in Swindon and Age UK’s ‘Partnership for Older People
in Pewsey’ event. We continued to maintain and update our Facebook and twitter
accounts and sent out regular newsletters to our supporters.
Many people helped us with promoting Arts
Together and raising funds. In particular,
Rachel Heard, our volunteer in Corsham,
spent the year organising and taking part in
events in Corsham on our behalf:
Corsham Summer Fete and street
collection, with the Banana Bunch
Cake sale at the Christmas lights
switch on
Playing with Dead Pheasant rock punk
group at Chippenham ChipFest
Preparation for our exhibition at
Corsham Community Campus
Cake stall at the Christmas lights switch on
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Other events included:
Waitrose charity of the year in
Marlborough
Sarah Weeks held a sale of works and
donated some of her profits to us
Bradford on Avon Lions Fun Day boot
sale by Jeff Pigott and a host of others
Pot rummage sale at Jane Johnson’s
studio

Corsham summer fete with the Banana Bunch

Lynne Forester promoted and
collected for Arts Together at the Wyle
Valley Arts Trail
Pot sale by Julia Warin
Leykers Coffee shop jazz evening in
Trowbridge for Arts Together
The Wyvern Club raised £1,082 for us
as their charity of the year
Sale of books by Julia Warin
Devizes Lions again supported us with
donations as did Pewsey Tea Rooms.
We also raised funds on line through
Easyfundraising and Local Giving.

Jazz evening at Leyker’s coffee shop
Arts Together was given various items throughout the year by supporters such as books,
art materials and kitchen equipment. These were most welcome and supplemented
project materials, went towards local fundraising and sometimes helped group members
develop a particular interest at home.

Frida Kahlo self portraits
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How we know if we’re getting it right
We listened to everyone involved especially the group members. Of course we loved the
good comments but negative ones would also be helpful. However, the only negative
comments we got, and frequently and repeatedly, were that they hate the holidays. We
tried a ‘holiday project’ scheme with one group but this failed as they needed the
camaraderie and support of the group. We are still working on this.
Each year we evaluate our work using individual interviews and questionnaires and focus
group discussions led by independent volunteers.

Focus group discussions
We collected information through –









Annual consultations with all the groups
Individual members’ personal accounts
Regular feedback from artists, volunteers, carers and managers
Each groups’ own book where members record comments and suggestions
Group registers
Artist and volunteer meetings
Trustees’ shared lunches with the groups
Feedback from agency staff and relatives

Throughout the year we recorded attendances (failure to attend may indicate the need for
wellbeing support); members recorded experiences in group diaries; trustees attended
groups regularly to talk to members; and volunteers and artists reported on significant
changes they saw week by week.
We collected information on –





The number and variety of arts we provide
Member involvement in activities and decision making
Members’ self-initiated creative activities in their own time
Changes in lives that members attribute to Arts Together

All of this was collated and analysed and used to review and improve our service and to
report back to our funders and supporters.
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Awards
We were very proud to be given a Pewsey Parish
Council award for ‘Services to the community’,
and to be shortlisted for an Arts and Health South
West award – the only Wiltshire organisation to be
shortlisted

Papier mache bowls

Some numbers
We worked with:
7 different transport providers - all charities, who collect and return our members
with care and respect and help us to make sure that everyone is safe and well
35 agencies and organisations - who refer members, give information, provide
services
11 professional artists – who do far more than they are ever paid to do
46 volunteers - 21 group volunteers (we still have 1 vacancy) plus 4 trustees, 2
advisers, and 23 volunteers who help out with fundraising and promotion
Up to 72 group members – who bring inspiration, insight, knowledge, and a lot of
laughter
Plus:
180 art sessions were delivered – 2 ½ hours of creative mayhem each week (3 ½ for
the volunteers)
24% of our income (excluding special project income) was raised from donations
and local fundraising
51% of our real total costs were met from in-kind contributions.
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Money
Restricted
grants
Income 2015/16
Income; special projects
bf from 2014
Total income

Income 2015/16
Unrestricted
Donations/ local
grants
fundraising

44,010
22,377
3,482
69,869

4,000
0
0
4,000

15,104
0
185
15,289

Total
£
63,114
22,377
3,667
89,158

We received grants from:
For special projects
Allen Lane Foundation

Comic relief

Lloyds Bank Foundation

Arts Council England

FoBoAH

Big Lottery Fund

The Lilley Benevolent Trust

Mercers Company

Wiltshire Community Foundation

Red Nose

29th May Trust

Medlock Trust

Woodward Trust
And this is how we spent it:
Expenditure 2015/16

6 groups

Item

£
Totals

Group session/project costs
Artists’ fees, Materials, Travel, Admin, Management, Marketing

35,905

Welfare and support
Residual group lunch costs, transport, Member recruitment and support,
Training, Admin

15,161

Organisation costs
Management and organisation development, Trustee training and support,
Admin, fees and insurances

5,492

Total costs

56,558

Other projects
Films and website
Community Connections
Total special project costs
Total expenditure

4,578
213
4,791
61,349
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Contributions in kind
We raise more than half of our real costs through contributions in kind. If we calculate
these contributions in financial terms and add to our actual cash expenditure, our true
costs would total £124,799. The in-kind contributions make up 51% of our total real
costs.
Without this support we would not be able to operate and we are very grateful to all
those individuals and businesses who give time, goods and services.
Our volunteers, artists, staff and supporters gave more time and goods than we could
keep track of and some kind gestures have gone un-recorded but are no less
appreciated.
In particular we would like to thank:
Selwood Housing, Green Square, Aster Living, Guinness Hermitage, Carewatch, Mears,
Leonard Cheshire Care, Age UK, Wiltshire Farm Foods, the Pewsey Butchers, the Bradford
on Avon allotments and ArtSpark for their donated goods and services
Arts Together is also supported by ArtSpark www.artspark.net, Whittington consultants,
www.whittingtonconsultants.co.uk, and Bufferzone www.bufferzone.org.uk
Contributions in kind 2015/16

£

Time
17 Group Volunteers' time x 30 days ea @ £50/day

25,500

23 fundraising/promotion volunteers x 2 days ea @ £50/day

2,300

4 trustees x 10 days ea £100/day

4,000

2 volunteer’s time advice/funding x 10 days ea £100/day

2,000

Goods and services
6 group venues estimate £40/session
Meeting venues 4 x £200

7,200
800

Volunteer training, free and subsidised

1,200

Information and advice for training and support

1,000

5 Care staff x 30 sessions ea @ £45/session & 2 subsidised care staff

8,100

Donated food

3,500
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Donated promotional materials/equipment

1,000

Design of promotional material/printing

2,500

Fundraising items, services and storage

3,100

Consultancy services and advice

1,000

In Kind Direct – reduced cost goods
Total contributions in kind

250
63,450

In kind % of costs

51%

The future – our development plan
Our development plan is regularly reviewed and updated and further expansion will
depend largely on the success of our Community Connections programme. World
domination is still included.
We need to be a relatively stable and sustainable organisation but one that keeps its
family ethos and is thoroughly grounded in the members themselves. In the current
funding climate this often feels like a contradiction in aims.
Community Connections will raise awareness of what we do and engage with more
people who could benefit from our services, who could support us or who wish to get
involved with our work. We have long done this on a small scale but did not have the
capacity to increase though we fully recognised the need. We have now raised funds for
a one year pilot in three of our areas – Pewsey, Devizes and Marlborough - and have
contracted a new ‘Relationship Manager’ to carry out the work. From the results of this
we hope to roll out the programme over 5 years and make it part of our core business.
A further expansion of our plan will be to raise funds for and recruit a Wellbeing
Coordinator. Our Wellbeing Support work has increased, not only with our new group
members but also the ever changing statutory and charity support environment.
Agencies, and their staff, move, change or cease to exist and keeping track is now a
considerable part of our work. It is essential that we keep to a high standard to make
sure that our members are safe and well.
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Arts Together People
Trustees
Juliet Keel (Chair, Volunteer
representative)
Julia Warin (Artist representative)
Trevor Bale (Member representative)
Yvonne Maunder

Volunteers
Andria Walton
Ruth Hepworth
Shirley Kayne
Julia McNeill
Carol Rensch
Juliet Keel
Angela Edwards
Carol Harris
Sue Grier
Thalia Race
Virginia Neal
Rachel Heard
Jane Greenwood
Gina Edwards
Kate McDougal
David Cant
Kevin Barham

Kelly Hatt (left 2015)
Jane Wragg (left 2015)
Helen Ayres (left 2016)
Leo Honey (left 2015)

Staff
Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Manager)

Jeff Pigott (Communications & bookkeeping)
Kerry Yates (Admin Assistant)
Liz Lavender (Relationship Manager)
Volunteer adviser/ fundraisers
Margaret Cleverley
Rachel Heard
Occasional helpers
Artists
The Pigotts
Belinda Chandler
Janet McClean
Jeff Pigott
Joanna Dewfall
Jane Johnson
Dawn Carroll & The Banana Bunch Joanna Dewfall
The Chandlers
Sarah Weeks
Sarah Weeks
Leonie Watson
The Fudge-Maliks
Hannah Carding
Jane Johnson
Karin Kennedy
Karin Kennedy
Anna Lane
Tim and Donna
Annie Mulholland
Sainey Camara
Karen Pigott
Ray Dawson
Rachel Heard
Leonie Watson
Sue Grier
Thalia Race
The Wrights
Janet Mclean

We are very grateful to these volunteers who had to leave us
due to new jobs or commitments. Their contributions are much
appreciated and they are greatly missed. Should circumstances
change they will be warmly welcomed back to the fold.

We would also like to thank these charities for their expert, safe, patient, cheerful and
kindly transport for our members:
Pewsey and Devizes PHAB buses, Kennet Community Transport, Pewsey & Burbage,
Marlborough and Bradford on Avon Link schemes, CDTFTDS and Melksham Community
Bus
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What else our Arts Together people got up to:
 Jeff Pigott exhibited at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition
 Jeff also went on an artist’s retreat residency to Cill Rialaig in Western Ireland.
 Jeff Pigott and Julia Warin (ArtSpark) exhibited artwork in 2 shows in America last yearNew York and Tennessee - as well as creating a virtual, online exhibition.
 Hannah Carding held an Open Studio in Frome
 Hannah also exhibited at Radstock and at ‘Way Out West’ at the Bruton Art Factory
 Kelly Hatt, volunteer and surface designer, exhibited at the Design Week Exhibition,
Clerkenwell, London
 Cloth Road Arts Trail: open studios held by artists Jane Johnson and Annie Mulholland
 Exhibition by Annie Mulholland at Lacock Abbey (National Trust)
 Jane Johnson held an Open Studio at the Peacock Arts Trail
 Volunteer Rachel Heard plays her violin with Dead Pheasant, a punk rock band
 Rachel also exhibited her work in the Right Angle Framing shop in Corsham
 Trustee Trevor Bale also volunteers at Lacock Abbey as a steward
 Trustee/artist Julia Wain created “decor” for Theatre and Circus fields at Glastonbury
and volunteer Andria Walton/Living Arts and ran a sideshow.
 Joanna Dewfall was commissioned to make Green Man mosaic for Chef Raymond Blanc
at Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons
 Three of our volunteers belong to choirs

Other links
As an organisation we strive to maintain our professional standing. We work closely with
Wiltshire Council’s DACS, NHS Mental Health Teams, Age UK, Alzheimer’s Support, the
Green Lane Memory Clinic, the Good Neighbour Coordinators, the NHS Care
Coordinators, Selwood Housing, Green Square, Aster Housing, Guinness Heritage, Mears
Group, Carewatch and Leonard Cheshire Care.
We are a member of Arts and Health South West, the Wiltshire Arts Network, Wiltshire’s
VCSE Health and Social Care Forum, the National Age Action Alliance Creative Arts
Strategy group, the Foundation for Social Improvement and NCVO
Arts Together is linked to the University of Sheffield via their NDA website
www.newdynamics.group.shef.ac.uk and are registered with the University of Salford’s
National Arts and Public Health Library.

Contact details
Registered Address: PO Box 4241, Edington, BA13 4WG
Email: info@artstogether.co.uk
Website: www.artstogether.co.uk
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArtsTogether
Twitter: https://twitter.com/arts_together
Charity no 1109432
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Our members
Never underestimate older people:
Artist: “So let’s pick a scene from a favourite film or story that we can work with. J, what
would you like?”
J: “Kill Bill”.
Artist, advising member on a design: “You know M I think you could do with a bit on the
side there.”
M: “I do like a bit on the side.”
Artist: “K that’s a great outfit.”
K: “Well I like leopard skin. It makes me feel good.”
T: “I brought my guitar so I could play a few numbers while we have coffee. I’ll start with
‘The Young Ones’.”
G: “Here on my iPad is a picture of me in my magician’s cloak ready to chop someone’s
head off!”
D: “My carer said ‘I’m going to Spain on my holiday, I don’t suppose you’ve ever been
there?’ So I spent the next 10 minutes giving her the list of the many, many countries I’d
visited in my life. She went quiet after that.”

Christmas lunch at Trowbridge
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